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Alexa – VoiceOps on AWS 

Managing Tasks with Alexa on AWS 

Haid-und-Neu-Str.	18,	76131	Karlsruhe	
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Further thoughts 



a small overview what we are doing 

msales 

Quality Mobile-user acquisition with data 
driven approach. 

MEASUREMENT ENGAGEMENT RETENTION 
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About us 
Who is msales / what are we doing 

Based in Malta / Karlsruhe / Poland 

On AWS since 5 years 

All AWS locations are in use 

4 DevOps managing more than 1000 Instances 

8 Billion Clicks per Month 



Alexa – VoiceOps? 
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Alexa – VoiceOps? 
Fresh posibilities using Alexa for DevOps 

ChatOps already automates AWS task   

Why not using our voice to do it too? 

Alexa translates our voice into commands 

Alexa + Lambda functions = VoiceOps 
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Alexa Skills within minutes 
Fresh posibilities using Alexa for DevOps 

Alexa can be extended by creating “skills” 

Alexa skills have two parts 

 1. Configuration data in the Amazon Developer Portal 

 2. Hosted Service responding to user requests 

AWS Lambda can be used as an easy hosted service 
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Alexa and Lambda Functions 
Fresh posibilities using Alexa for DevOps 

AWS Lambda offers an easy environment 

Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) can be used within Lamba 

 - Collection of self-service APIs 

 - Ready to use with Python and JavaScript 

Already many Tutorials and Examples available 



Our Use-Case 
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Our Use-Case 
Alexa can do the things for you too 

Staging account is running a lot of instances 

Unused staging instances cost a lot 

No special shutdown time 

Developer need to stop/start instances 

 



How we solved it 
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How we solved it 
Alexa can do the things for you too 

Giving something easy for our developers with fun 

Lambda functions turned into an Alexa Skill 

 

Developer can start/stop instances: 

 “Alexa Good-bye”   to stop EC2 Instances 

 “Alexa Good Morning”  to start EC2 Instances 
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How-To start an Instance with Alexa 

Demo 
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Where you can find our Alexa Skill 
For sure on github 

Everything to make it work can be found on GitHub 
 

https://github.com/msales/alexa-voiceops 



Further thoughts 
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Further thoughts using Alexa for VoiceOps 
Further thoughts about use-cases and security 

Authentication:  

 - Not everyone should be able to do action on AWS 

 - Logging: Who did what and when 

Alexa can do more than just start/stop instances 

Alexa as an Incident / Monitoring helper 

Maybe some people will create an Framework for that?  
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Thanks for your attention! 
msales GmbH 

Haid-und-Neu-Str. 18, 76131 Karlsruhe 
Germany 

info@msales.com  www.msales.com  +356 2778 1804 

We are hiring: msales.com/career/ 


